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About This Game

Dimension Drifter is a fast paced, ultra-violent action shooter.

Our timeline has collapsed and many didn't even notice. Since then, inexplicable mysteries started happening all over the world.
Strange sightings of objects and beings. Crop circles appeared. Cattle mutilation. Memories that didn't reflect reality anymore.

The list gets longer every day...

All of this was just the beginning. Since then, hundreds of years have passed. It all spiraled out of control. One day, strange
portals to another dimension have opened and Demons poured out. An endless war began. Some cities have created plasma

domes around them, protecting them from the eternal onslaught. But most now lie in ruins.

Some extraordinary people who were able to survive long enough in the ruins have harnessed special abilities. In the eye of the
public, these powers are deemed evil and it is said they are of demonic nature. These special people are outcasts, not allowed to

enter the Domes of safety anymore. They are called Drifters.

Features

Super fluid action gameplay. Tight controls compared with animation cancelling actions make you feel in absolute
control 100% of the time.
Brutal Action combined with a deep Pen&Paper RPG world. The World of Dimension Drifter has been created over a
period of 15 years as a Pen&Paper RPG foundation. Reveal more and more about the world as you progress through the
missions.
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Endless levels that are randomly arranged each time you play. But robots can't design intuitive maps. As a modern
mapper for the original Doom, I've added certain intelligence to the level creation to make it feel as humanly crafted as
possible. Each room piece is also designed by hand to give everything you see a manmade feel.
Thousands of randomized progression items. Like in Diablo and other loot-oriented games, the game offers almost
endless combinations of items you can find to improve your Drifter.
Visual character customization is also a great aspect of the game design. Choose between Male or Female Drifter and
have a lot of outfits to mix and match, with tons of colors to choose for each piece. I want the Drifter to be YOUR
OWN! However, during the very early Early Access time, this content may be limited to only a few options.
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Title: Dimension Drifter
Genre: Action, Indie, Early Access
Developer:
BlueEagle Productions
Publisher:
Paul Schneider
Release Date: 27 Sep, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 10, Windows 8, Windows 7 64-bit

Processor: Quad-core Intel or AMD processor, 2.5 GHz or faster

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce 470 GTX / AMD Radeon 6870 HD or higher

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 3 GB available space

Sound Card: Windows compatible

English
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I wish it was a little longer and I wish there storyline was fleshed out a little more but for what it's worth, I had a lot of with it..
No many words, just a real nice game.
That makes you feel good while playing.
Relex and play get your head clean and forget the world outside...... As a long time sim pilot I find myself very critical of
simulation games in general as they often overlook key mechanics, physics or otherwise, in their flight models. I am pleased to
say that does not seem to be the case here. As an older jet fighter this aircraft has several quirks that I would expect such as an
extrodinarily long turbine spool-up time before throttle changes are realized. Its stall characteristics are similarly drastic but
again this is what I would expect from this airframe. Despite (and in fact because of) these nuances I find the MiG-15 a joy to
fly!
It has an impressive top speed (complete with the control loss as we approach overspeed that I know the aircraft suffered from)
and enjoys a tight turn radius with some fun fast-action air-brakes (that you super need) both in landing and dogfights.
Speaking of dogfights a friend and I dueled the MiG-15 and F-86 and were impressed at how well the aircraft matched up with
eachother. They were noted as having very similar performance specs (not to say they fly the same because they don't) and we
were very pleased that Belsimtek did such a great job matching those aircraft to historical specifications.
All-in-all I very much enjoy this aircraft and would recommend it.
The price tag is pretty steep though so save your money and get it on sale!. Cute little timewaster. Pug>Bird. You unlock
different costumes and there are different stages with a distinctive style and soundtrack (especially the 80s neon level).. Lol.
This game runs better than No Mans Sky.
Meh, I was just looking around. Saw the No Mans Sky Total FAIL, and a multi-multi-million dollar game (that took many years
to develop) and that runs worse than this title.

At least this game did not Permaban me for suggesting another month would improve NMS (where No Mans Sky permabanned
me for saying that about ir [Even though the DESTRUCTIVE REVIEWS PROVE ME COMPLETELY RIGHT YET
AGAIN]).
Damn Chimps.

No disapointments with GEO Master.. The triangles!! Anything but the triangles!

Sword n' Sworcery is a rather unusually titled game. But it's also a rather unusual game, too. Not that I know anything about
Superbrothers after having finished it, but I can safely say that calling the game an EP is actually pretty accurate... Gameplay is
overall limited, and you're here for the 'magic', the music, and the atmosphere. Keep an open mind here, S&S doesn't play quite
like any other game. You'll only be going through the game once, but if you finish it, it's a worthy experience as games go.
Really just the perfect game for people who want a stripped down adventure game which focuses less on gameplay and more on
the feel of the experience.

Also- watch out for triangles firing lasers. Deadly things.. Bad and buggy.
Save your money
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What an awesome game! I fully recommend it 10/10. Fun game, great art style, i love the enemies and the hell theme.

Picked this up after waiting for a few months for it to become available, not disappointed in the slightest, controls are slick and
the gameplay is fluid and fun.

Reminds me of Enter the Gungeon, except this game seems easier to play. Cool \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665. Nothing
short of a masterpiece.

The graphics are incredible. More lifelike and realistic than anything I've ever seen even from AAA studios.

The story touched me in both the heart and the pants, and is one I will never truly be able to forget.

The use of branching narrative was masterful and left me feeling like I had a real impact on the plot of the game in a way no
other game ever has.

Truly, Dabman is one of the greatest works ever to be accomplished by the games industry, reigning ��UPREME as a shining
star in the steam library. Yah yeet, Despacito, I too am Dabbing.. I spend 20 minutes trying to get this to work. Following all of
the, very unhelpful, video hints. A video that I could not pause or rewind. I could not even break out a window. THe vive
controller spport is a joke and I do not understand why you have made everything so complicated. There are NO text popup
explaining what anything is. There seems to be several commands for different features, and none of them work.. Imagine
driving a car through some sort of obstical track when suddenly the car to your right slams into a wall and goes flying. The car to
your left swervs toward you and the cars in front collide to form a wall of metal you will shall not pass... except when the cars
fly up and you effortlessly pass beneth the flying cluster $@%& of cars and safley drive off the end of the level. That
imagination can become realtiy, with this game! Not taking itself too serisouly, Crash Wheels is a fun game to spend a few
hours in and if you like achievements, this game is all you'll ever need. Be Warned: you have no friends among the AI drivers, it
is every car for themselves out there... god speed my dude.. This game tries to sell you on a premise right out of the gate. I think
it does, the stages feel pretty nice, and getting the scores are part of the challenge. I like what i've played, however brief. It is a
solid rhythm game that keeps you on the toes as it dances about. I don't know about the length, but the music, the graphics, and
the whole approach just nabs you and doesnt let go. If its as short as other reviews say, I can see getting it on sale. But I'd get dlc
for this in a heartbeat. Easily worth 5-10 bucks for what you are getting I would think, especially going back for challenges.

So, i hope that this review gives you a glimpse from a music fan. (And to give my hands a break on the constant movement that
the stages demand.). Best game ever omg. A great classic game.
Game is chinese themed and has a wide variety of Kung Fu styles to choose from and different clans to join.
If you want a chinese MMO this is most likely better than Age of wushu.

 Been playing it since 2007 so don't mind the hour count (which is broken for everyone btw).
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